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INTRODUCTION
As covered in another issue regarding the FBO Allocation Form, there is a new
finance system for orgs which includes their Payments to Flag as a percentage of CGI.
This normal routine weekly PTF provides the Mother Church with the wherewithal to
conduct strategic programs and projects
projecu which provide for the expansion and defense of
Scientology* internationally and which are for the benefit of all orgs.
Missions are another matter. They are far
fat from routine ecclesiastical support
services provided to an org and will vary greatly from org to org. They involve an
intense and sizeable commitment of resources in terms
terras of time, personnel and other
costs. They are therefore billed separately to the org which receives the benefit.
This issue covers the method of payment and the billing rates for the different
types of Sea Org missions.
METHOD OF PAYMENT
Payments from orgs for missions they have received are counted as part of the
org's Payment to Flag but will be paid from the org's financial planning allocation. The
payments will be collected by the FBO from the org and sent to Flag.
The payments are made against billings issued. The billing will be made six
weeks after
sfter a mission terminates and will be based on the success of the mission.
Additionally, reasonable missionaire expenses are also paid by the org and are
paid by the FBO, per references given above, from the FO #2 Account. Any additional
reasonable out-of-pocket costs not covered out of toe
the FBO #2 Account will be billed 10
the org.
MISSION BILLINGS
CLASS V ORGS
The org will be billed for missions at the following rates:
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TYPE OF MISSION

NORMAL AFFLUENCE

POWER

Situation Handling

$5,000

$10,000

$15,000

Project Mission

$3,000

$5,000

$7,500

Observation Mission

$1,000

$2,000

$3,000
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This system will bring about correct exchange for management product, as the
quality of the mission determines the amount due for payment.
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